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Still a Standard about them Matter I bought this for my early-teens niece so she can find out her
colors and styles befitting her coloration and body type.. And young women don't change much
either -- they still want to look gorgeous. Saves me lots of money and time. Shopping only your
colors makes the complete process so much easier and truly more fun. I recommend this book!
Super book almost like fresh! Every friend of mine borrowed it every once in awhile.. And While I
concur that the information it presents is certainly timeless, I'm offering it 4 stars because
seriously, can't the author/editor put out an updated version in order that it's a little more
relatable? I think this is actually the best book away there, and We probably keep these things
all. What worked well for me was to consider the 4 Periods with me when I went shopping. Once
you know your colors you can eliminate what doesn't look best you and hone in on the right
colors. Even today when I store I only seek out MY colours in a shop. From the center of the
store, I viewed the women's division, and said, Ahh, they're all Autumn turquoises. I just wish I
possibly could present this to people I understand. I never actually left the main aisle . I was so
pleased to see that it had been for sale on Amazon.all blends and is pleasing.We also use this
info for interiors. A relative was redoing her home and debating between gray and beige for the
living area. She had been informed that gray was "in", but she was hesitating. I asked her,
perform you look great in gray? She stated, '"no". Well then, don't make use of it. You don't want
to go out to greet your guests within an outfit that looks good on you, and sit in a space in
another Season that fights with you and what you are wearing. They need to go together. You
wish to look good in your own home. (Granted, in case you have family, it may not be that
simple.) I love the book I feel every person needs to know what period is theirs. Phooey. I
understand I am a Winter. It was beneficial to become reminded of the times of year, the
colours, etc. I love the reserve. I had purchased one years back, and I mean YEARS ago. (I am now
77) and acquired the swatches, which I gave to 1 of my granddaughters. I, personally, would love
to be able to help people learn their season! An oldie but a goodie! It's a straightforward read
and very well organized.! I ordered this publication because i saw an image of myself in a white
outfit and compared it with an image of myself in a shiny colored dress. I were able to look for a
color swatch publication for my season, and I have completely changed my closet for one that
basically makes me look and feel a LOT better.Still the finest in the end these years! Unless
you're still putting on feathered bangs... Fun and Helpful Book I read this book when it had been
new and all the rage, in the early '80s, and I really enjoyed it.. I thought of the book recently and
looked to observe if it was still available. It had been sort of a disappointment.. It's a great and
easy read. It's a great book. I've clothes shopped once lately and I couldn't believe how easy it
was! Eventually I could train my eyesight to know what Season I was looking at, regardless of the
lighting in the stores. And even better than that, almost everything you possess will coordinate!
LOL ; I wish it turned out open to me when I was a teenager. P.S. If you are worried about the
publication being dated, it isn't. Knowing how to dress yourself properly never goes out of style!
Easy to comprehend & Apply This book has everything - color charts, examples, befores and
afters and a TON of helpful, thoughtful information.! This book is a must and will totally change
how you present your best self. Now it I could just find that wonderful 'tomato reddish' that
looks so good on me. In the past for whatever reason I never could figure out for sure what my
season was, though. I purchased it and examine it through almost non-stop! Oh well, there are
several other shades that I understand love and enjoy! Thank you Carole (and everyone involved
in the CMB system) for putting this very much needed and helpful details into one concise
publication.! Now I appear to be I understand what I am doing when it comes to both wardrobe
and make-up! years ago I found cards-4 models, each for one season- plus they were the size



almost of a deck of cards- You could utilize them therefore to create against your pores and skin
and discover what your season is. Aged book, but principals even now apply. We have lots of fun
on our shopping journeys and we enjoy treating each other to a good relaxing meal later on. I
resided by Carole Jackson's advise in this reserve. When I consider the grouping of right colors
in my own closet, it looks so harmonious, and I must say i appear and feel better putting on my
colors.-) I am glad to have found COLOR Me personally BEAUTIFUL by Carole Jackson again. I
became acquainted with COLOR Me personally BEAUTIFUL by Carole Jackson when she wrote
her first book in the 1970's. Plus you possess the assurance that you usually . I purchased the
1986 publication because I had lost the original. I found the reserve refreshing after so a long
time, and also some strategies for women my age group. We can all wear every color, but have
to know which shade. I found I acquired done pretty much with the initial ideas, and today know
why that is the case. I must say i appreciate and worth her suggestions of color and how they
relate to the coloring of the average person person. bought 4 of these books for friends. years
ago I found cards-4 sets, each for one ... bought 4 of these books for close friends. This color
evaluation changed my life 30 years ago utilizing a personal stylist who utilized this book. It
provides tear out color bed sheets for your pallete (for clothing) to consider with for shopping. I
could proceed through a clothing store in 15 minutes...whether it's not MY color, I don't even
touch the garment.. Right now whatever I put on compliments my hair/epidermis/eyes. I have
redecorated my home in MY colors (fall) as well. Although the reserve was created in the 1980s,
I contemplate it a regular reference on the subject matter. LOL What’s your season?.. There is no
reason to actually browse. Become familiar with your colors. I don't have any doubt given that
I'm a summer season! I ONLY wear MY colors--thanks a lot to "Color Me Gorgeous" I also found
the web site and the make-up is definitely Beautiful!!! It became my fashion bible. LOVE this
book. No more wasted money. ONLY BUY that which appears great on me and I understand in
advance exactly what will! My niece was happy to receive the book and it had been clear she
was worked up about the ideas that can broaden her horizons. Amazing how it all works. Even
the jewelry. Lucky me! SILVER!. He has also started shopping with me, now that it is no longer
the most frustrating time of togetherness, and he's getting very good at picking out an ideal
styles and colors for me! . Almost like new! Hardly any use. Proper colors on you can bring out
more of your natural beauty I believe this reserve has excellent insights into how your skin layer
tone and hair enable you to choose clothes that improve your appearance.. I provide these away
to female close friends who dress well but a different selection of colors would bring out even
more of their natural splendor. Found this way back when and it is very relevant because it is
(IMHO) extremely practical with good reasons for gown as an enhancement for bringing out the
best in the wearer. This color ... My hubby thanks you as well! IN this reserve the written text is
interesting; but the color samples are published very small on the page, so I find it difficult to
use them to determine what season I am. Shopping only your colors makes the whole process so
easier and truly more pleasurable. I recently became alert to her again by among my family
members conference her.. Separated by months (I'm an autumn). I first bought this reserve over
40 years back when it was 1st published in the 80s. I have two daughters. One a summer time,
one an autumn and I am a wintertime.!. This book and the system just might have saved my
marriage! The day I went shopping, looking for a Winter turquoise best, showed me it's worth. I
believe this book, along with a little shopping cash, will go a long way for this young lady. Plus
you have the assurance that you often look great in your clothes . WISH I HAD THIS BOOK in my
20's!
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